PBC pitches solutions to avoid premature deindustrialisation
KARACHI: Pakistan Business Council (PBC) has recommended sustainable and
competitive energy supply pro -growth fiscal policy, infrastructure and low -cost
financing as the four key drivers to revive the industry from its premature
deindustrialization.
A pan-industry advisory group PBC believes that Pakistan has ‘prematurely’
deindustrialized as exorbitant taxes on industries, high energy tariffs and tilt toward
commercial importers keeps investment as a percentage of GDP significantly lower
than the region.
“Counterfeiting, adulteration, smuggling and under -invoicing plagues the formal
sector. The net result is that Pakistan’s share of world exports has declined, exports in
value terms are stagnant and narrow in both composition and destination,” Ehsan
Malik, chief executive of PBC said in a comprehensive letter to Minister of Industries
and Production Khusro Bakhtiar and the recently-revived Economic Advisory Council.
“With import-reliant private consumption dominating the GDP, not only have jobs
been lost but the country’s external account continues to experience recurring
imbalances, forcing it to go to the IMF [In ternational Monetary Fund] repeatedly.
Worse still, crop failures and food shortages result in inflation and persistent
shortfalls in the cotton crop denies textiles, the country’s main export sector of its
primary input. Pakistan is the “sick man” of Sout h Asia. We lag in virtually every key
socio-economic measure.”
Betting on industrialization, PBC says it is the solution to employ “two million youth
that annually reach employable age, besides the estimated 10 million jobless and
under-employed”.
“Skills need to be developed to add value to and diversify exports. Economic
diplomacy needs to focus on gaining more favorable market access for our exports.
Services should be provided the same if not more attractive incentives than goods to
grow exports,” said Malik. “The policy for FDI needs to differentiate positively in
favour of export and import substitution – much of the current FDI is in quick and high
pay-back market seeking, domestic consumption sectors which drain the external
account. In the long-run, sovereignty can only be sustained through economic
solvency.”
Malik said the energy sector is beset with over -capacity, poor transmission and
distribution and weak governance all of which result in line losses, non -recovery of
bills and theft. By penalising honest consumers with the cost of these systemic
inefficiencies the competitiveness of country’s industries and hence its capacity to
create employment and generate exports is already impeded.
An additional 27 percent reported increase in energy costs will further harm
consumers and lead to inflation. High tariffs for electricity also reduce the incentive
for domestic users to switch out of the less efficient and underpriced gas, local
reserves of which are depleting rapidly. Reforms therefore need to holistically address
the causes of sub-optimal pricing and usage and minimize reliance on imported fuel.
Otherwise, the broader objectives of job creation, balancing the external and fiscal
accounts, as well as raising higher taxation revenues for social development will
remain affected, he added.
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PBC believes that the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) is given an unrealistic tax
target, which in the absence of resources and capability, force it to extract more tax
from existing taxpayers. For FY22, the mooted 27 percent higher tax target is an
example.
“Minimum tax based on turnover is fundamentally flawed and acts as a barrier to
entry of new players as it raises the initial investment required to cover tax payable in
early loss years. FBR’s reliance on minimum, advance and withholding taxes has grown
sharply as this is an easier way than assessing taxable profits,” said Malik.
PBC chief said private sector is crowded out by government borrowing. Commercial
bank lending is primarily for short to medium term and banks are shy to take exposure
to small and medium enterprises.
The government advised to form a credit guarantee institution to support
development of the African and Central Asian markets.
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